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On July 2, 2021, the National Security Strategy of the Russian
Federation, the highest standing strategic document in modern
Russia, was revised for the first time in approximately five and a
half years. The document sees international order “at a turning
point” and perceives Russia as being in a strategic environment in
which “the strengthening positions of new global and regional
leaders are changing the fabric of the world order.” On top of this,
it lays out the country’s strategic priorities to ensure its position as
one center in a multipolar world, i.e., as a bearer of the international
order. Russia further shows a tendency toward augmenting the
presence of not only the country’s military but also Coast Guard
vessels from the Border Service of the Federal Security Service
(FSB) in the Arctic, a region of strategic focus for Russia in terms of
climate security, liquified natural gas (LNG) development, and the
establishment of sea routes. Section 1 will focus on Russia’s
paramilitary organizations operating across a broad spectrum, from
security and rescue at sea to counter-terrorist special operations
ashore, and will examine the country’s efforts to enhance said
capacities. Section 2 will provide an overview of new political
developments following Russia’s 2020 constitutional reforms
with a particular focus on the State Duma elections in September
2021. While no major changes have been seen in the system of
single-party dominance led by the United Russia party,
noteworthy are movements by the political elite and opposition
networks in the run-up to the next presidential election from the
perspective of the “Post-Putin” issue.
Section 3 analyzes the principles of Russian military behavior,
concentrating on policy documents, movements to modernize
equipment, and military-technical cooperation. In December 2020,
Russia formulated its New Defense Program that will further
modernize the Russian military with strategic nuclear forces at its
core. In response to the Russian military leadership’s perception of
increased U.S. and NATO military activity on the country’s
periphery, the Russian military has been putting effort into
improving its response capabilities on each strategic front, and
Pacific Fleet exercises have intensified. In addition, Russia is
seeking to further strengthen military cooperation through the
Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) and the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation (SCO). This stems from Russia’s
concerns that instability in Afghanistan following the withdrawal of
U.S. and NATO troops will have repercussions in the Central
Asia region. Russian arms exports also remain high as the
country is seen moving to further strengthen military-technical
cooperation with Middle Eastern and Southeast Asian countries.
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1. Approval of the New National Security Strategy

Table 6.1. S
 tructure of the Interdepartmental Commission of the Security
Council of the Russian Federation on Strategic Planning
Authorized by Presidential Decree No. 37 dated January 19, 2013 (revised November 10, 2018)
Commission chair

(1) M
 odern Russia’s General Coordination Mechanism for Strategic
Planning

On July 2, 2021, President Vladimir Putin approved an updated version of the
National Security Strategy of the Russian Federation (NSS 2021), the first revision
to the country’s highest standing strategic document in approximately five and
a half years.1 The Security Strategy covers a wide range of policy areas, from
military security and foreign policy to educational, social, and economic affairs,
with policy documents including the Military Doctrine (revised December 2014),
the Foreign Policy Concept (revised November 2016), and Fundamentals of the
State Border Policy (revised April 2018) formulated on individual issues.2 The
mandates the National Security Strategy be revised every six years and legally
defines the leadership role of the Security Council of the Russian Federation
As a cross-disciplinary bureaucratic coordination mechanism is an essential
element in revising the Security Strategy, the Security Council, which sits at the
core of overall coordination, has established the Interdepartmental Commission
on Strategic Planning (hereinafter, “Commission on Strategic Planning”). As
shown in Table 6.1, the Commission on Strategic Planning is comprised of

Director general-level of the
Security Council Secretariat

< Commission Structure>
Federal executive bodies under jurisdiction of the president First deputy minister,
Ministry of Internal Affairs; First deputy minister (deputy minister), Ministry of Civil Defense,
Emergencies and Disaster Relief; Deputy minister, Ministry of Foreign Affairs; Deputy minister,
Ministry of Justice; First deputy chief (deputy chief), General Staff of the Armed Forces; First
deputy head (Deputy head), Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR); Deputy director, Federal
Security Service (FSB); Deputy director, Federal National Guard Service (Rosgvardiya)
Federal executive bodies under jurisdiction of the chairman of the government (the
prime minister) Deputy minister, Ministry of Science and Higher Education; Deputy minister,
Ministry of Education; Deputy minister, Ministry of Finance; Deputy minister, Ministry of
Economic Development
■ Deputy head, Presidential Control Directorate; Deputy chief, Presidential Domestic
Policy Directorate; Deputy chief, Presidential Experts’ Directorate of the Presidential
Administration; Chief secretary-level, Security Council Secretariat
■ Deputy presidential plenipotentiary envoys to the Central, Northwestern, Southern,
North Caucasian, Volga, Ural, Siberian, and Far Eastern Federal Districts
■ Deputy chief of staff, Federal Government
○ Vice president, Russian Academy of Sciences (by consent)
○ Auditor, Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation

Russia

(hereinafter, “Security Council”) in strategic planning.3

Secretary

Source: Compiled by the author based on Указ Президента РФ от 19 января 2013г., № 37 (ред.
от 10 ноября 2018г.), «Об утверждении состава Межведомственной комиссии Совета
Безопасности Российской Федерации по проблемам стратегического планирования
по должностям», Собрание Законодательства Российской Федерации, 21 января
2013г., № 3, ст. 180.

deputy ministers and deputy heads of various ministries and agencies, chaired
by Secretary of the Security Council Nikolai Patrushev (President Putin’s

However, even under such a systematic design, a consistent and structured set

closest aide). It is responsible for assessing internal and external threats to

of policy documents has by no means been developed. To this end, the Foundations

national security that could impact social and/or economic development and

of State Policy of the Russian Federation in the Field of Strategic Planning was

offering proposals on the formulation of and amendments to the National

approved by Presidential Decree on November 8, 2021, which laid out measures

Security Strategy and special federal (national) programs.4 In addition, members

for codifying a set of policy documents, including on the interrelation between

of the subcommittees established in the Scientific Council of the Security

bodies of public power led by the president and the balance between ensuring

Council, such as the Strategic Planning Subcommittee, assist in formulating and

military security and economic development.6 As Moscow prepares to revise the

evaluating policies from an academic perspective and legitimize those policies.

Military Doctrine, the Foreign Policy Concept, and other policy documents that

5
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federal law On Strategic Planning in the Russian Federation enacted in June 2014

Vice chair

Secretary of the Security Council

Deputy secretary of the
Security Council

185

concern military security and foreign policy, attention will be paid to the overall

evidenced by the description of increasing attempts to alter Russian and world

coordinating function of the Kremlin, the symbol of Russia’s “strong presidential

history, distort historical truth, and subvert historical memory.

system,” amidst the political dynamics surrounding the interests of the military

The establishment of new conservative and patriotic provisions as part of the

and security agencies supporting the Putin administration, so-called siloviki

large-scale constitutional reforms in 2020 was likely behind this policy direction.

forces, and liberal forces adept at economic and fiscal policy.

In addition to preserving Russia’s traditional family model and the institution of
marriage, the constitutional reforms stipulate that the state “honors the memory
of defenders of the Fatherland and protects historical truth.” With these new

(2) Russian Conservatism and Patriotism in Strategic Documents
7

The National Security Strategy was reportedly scheduled to be revised in 2020.

constitutional principles heavily reflected in strategic documents, Russia’s future

Yet the overall revision process is thought to have been delayed due to major

diplomacy will likely focus on the conflict over liberal values with advanced

changes in the strategic environment surrounding Russia, including the global

democracies, particularly in Western Europe, as well as the issue of historical

spread of the novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) and the advent of the Joseph

perception between Russia and the countries that fought during World War II.8

Biden administration in the United States.
The 2021 NSS follows the basic structure of the 2015 version, comprised

(3) Russia’s Perception of Its Strategic Environment

Trends and Possibilities; Chapter III, National Interests and Strategic National

Chapter II, Russia in the Modern World: Trends and Possibilities (NSS 2021),

Priorities; Chapter IV, Ensuring National Security; and Chapter V, Organizational

presents Russia’s perception of its strategic environment, noting that international

Foundations and Mechanisms for Implementing this Strategy.

order is “at a turning point” and that “the increasing number of centers (tsenter) of

That said, Chapter III replaced “Culture” (2015 version) with “Defense of

worldwide economic and political development and the strengthening positions

Traditional Russian Spiritual and Moral Values and Preservation of Culture

of new global and regional leaders are changing the fabric of the world order,

and Historical Memory” (2021 version) as one of the nine strategic priorities

forming new architectures, rules, and principles for the international structure”

presented. The 2021 NSS version of the chapter notes that “fundamental ethical

(paragraph 6). While the 2015 NSS expressed that Russia is “shaping a multipolar

and cultural norms, religious foundations, the institution of marriage, and family

world” regarding international order (paragraph 7), the 2021 NSS depicts a

values have been subjected to increasingly devastating influences” (paragraph

perspective on order stating that although “Western countries” are aiming to

85), then recognizing that “Russia’s traditional spiritual, moral, cultural, and

maintain hegemony,9 the rise of emerging powers has brought about a “turning

historic values are under active attack by the United States and its allies,

point” toward the multipolar world that Russia is pursuing.

multinational corporations, foreign NPOs and NGOs, religious organizations,

At the same time, it emphasizes the rivalry between emerging and existing

extremist organizations, and terrorist organizations” (paragraph 87). From the

powers at said turning point, stating, “Increased geopolitical instability, rising

perspective of defending Russia’s traditional spiritual and moral values, this

conflicts, and intensifying tensions between nations have heightened the risk

shows a firmer sense of caution toward Western values surrounding gender and

of use of military force […], and a series of countries have named Russia as a

diverse familial structures as compared to the 2015 NSS. Paragraph 88 also uses

threat and even a military adversary. There is a growing danger that military

stronger language on the issue of historical perception than the 2015 version,

conflicts will escalate into local or regional wars involving the participation
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Russia

(i) Perspective on International Order
Chapter 6

of Chapter I, General Provisions; Chapter II, Russia in the Modern World:

of nuclear powers” (paragraph 17), while also referring to various aspects of

demonstrates Russia’s harsh perception of its strategic environment at this

military escalation in the era of competition amongst great powers, using the

turning point in international order in which local and regional wars involving

phrase “participation of nuclear powers.” Chapter I, General Provisions of the

nuclear powers as actors may break out.

Foundations of State Policy of the Russian Federation in the Area of Nuclear

As with the 2015 NSS, the updated version of the document also expresses

Deterrence approved on June 2, 2020 states that one of the state policies for

alarm toward interference in Russia’s internal affairs with Western countries

nuclear deterrence is “the preclusion of the escalation of military actions” “in the

in mind, stating that “unfriendly countries are attempting to use Russia’s social

event of an outbreak of a military conflict...and [their] cessation on conditions

and economic problems to destroy Russia’s domestic unity, incite and radicalize

acceptable to the Russian Federation and [(or)] its allies.” (Brackets by author.)

protest movements, and support fringe groups in Russian society” (paragraph

While careful consideration of Russia’s so-called “escalate to de-escalate”

20).12

10

(E2ED) policy11 is needed based upon an examination of consistency across

On the other hand, it refers to how “attempts to interfere in the internal

policy documents, including statements in the expected revision of the Military

affairs of the Russian Federation have been effectively thwarted” (paragraph

Doctrine as well as discussions by Russia’s military leadership, the 2021 NSS

12) as a result of a series of military and social security policies by the current
administration, further noting that “Russia has proven its ability to resist external

Modern Russia’s perception of its strategic environment and perspective on international order
➡️ World today at “a turning point”

Traditional Russian spiritual and moral values emphasized following 2020 constitutional
reforms
Policy toward China
➡️ Develop comprehensive partnership and relationship of strategic cooperation
Policy toward India
➡️ Develop highly privileged strategic partnership
Build reliable mechanisms to ensure regional stability and security on a non-bloc basis in
the Asia-Pacific region

against economic sanctions following the annexation of Crimea in 2014.
In fact, the emphasis of Russia’s agricultural policy in recent years has
shifted from import substitution policies and improving self-sufficiency to a
policy of promoting exports in response to an overall increase in the country’s
self-sufficiency rate for commodities subject to import bans (meat and meat
products, milk and dairy products, and vegetables).14 Positioned as a fundamental
national security strategic document,15 the Food Security Doctrine was revised
in January 2020,16 taking an “aggressive stance” by setting forth policy to
expand production in order to increase Russia’s rate of self-sufficiency while
developing its agricultural export potential.17 Under Minister of Agriculture

Growing concerns over climate change and the issue of environmental protection
➡️ Used as pretext to establish control over transportation routes and obstruct Russia’s
development of the Arctic

Dmitry Patrushev, eldest son of Secretary of the Security Council Patrushev,

Focus on border protection and security, security of territorial waters, security of
exclusive economic zones and the continental shelf, and modernization of border security
infrastructure

with a view to securing Russia’s status as one center in a multipolar world.

Source: Compiled by the author based on Указ Президента РФ от 02 июля 2021г., № 400,
«О Стратегии национальной безопасности Российской Федерации», Собрание
Законодательства Российской Федерации, 05 июля 2021г., № 27 (часть II), ст. 5351.
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improved,”13 exuding confidence in Russia’s countermeasures (embargoes, etc.)

Russia’s agricultural policy has been positioned as a strategic national priority
Overall, the document demonstrates Russia’s perception that the international
order has entered a new phase marking a turning point toward a multipolar world,
and that in order for Russia to consolidate its influence as one such center, it is
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Russia

National Security Strategy of the Russian Federation

Strengthening positions of new global and regional leaders changing the fabric of the world
order. New architectures, rules, and principles for the international structure being formed

pressure from sanctions” and that “the level of food and energy security has

Chapter 6

Table 6.2. Key points from the National Security Strategy of the Russian
Federation (revised July 2, 2021)

necessary to ensure not only military security but also economic security and

impact on the foreign policies of Japan and the United States as well. While

enhance its national strength holistically as a sovereign state playing a leading

critical of the Free and Open Indo-Pacific (FOIP) vision,18 Russia is expected to

role in said international order. On the other hand, Russia continues to be highly

continue increasing its involvement in the Asia-Pacific/Indo-Pacific region as it

cautious of Western countries’ political influence penetrating into Russia and the

seeks to build this multipolar international order in Eurasia on land and at sea.

former Soviet bloc and has launched ideological countermeasures (conservative

In 2021, the 50th anniversary of the Indo‑Soviet Treaty of Friendship and

and patriotic policies) against interference in internal affairs, highlighting both

Cooperation, moves were seen toward strengthening Russia-India relations: in

its confidence and concern as a center of a multipolar world. (Underlines by

April, the leaders of both countries agreed to launch a 2+2 Dialogue between

author.)

Foreign and Defense Ministers,19 and at the Eastern Economic Forum held in
Vladivostok that September, India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi delivered

With regard to its policy toward Asia, the 2021 NSS states that Russia will

of energy and transportation, including the Northern Sea Route.20 India, a

“develop a comprehensive partnership and relationship of strategic cooperation

participant to the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (“Quad”) between Australia,

with the People’s Republic of China alongside a highly privileged strategic

India, Japan, and the United States, had already established 2+2 dialogues with

partnership with the Republic of India, including the building in the Asia-

the three countries, with Russia thus becoming its fourth 2+2 partner. In mid-

Pacific region of reliable mechanisms to ensure regional stability and security

November, Russia began supplying India with S-400 surface-to-air missile

on a non-bloc basis.” It presents its direction for engaging in Asia-Pacific with

systems,21 further increasing the momentum of military-technical cooperation

policies toward China and India at the core, countries with which Russia has

between the two countries ahead of the Russia-India summit in December.

close military and economic ties. Since its inauguration in May 2012, the second

The summit, held in New Delhi, was

Putin administration has advocated a policy of “shifting east” in its foreign

President Putin’s second foreign visit during

economic relations and worked to strengthen ties with a wide range of Asian

the COVID-19 pandemic following the

nations, a diplomatic stance that has been further reinforced by deteriorating

Russia-U.S. summit in Geneva that June.

relations with the United States and Europe in the wake of the annexation of

Russia and India signed 15 agreements as a

Crimea in 2014. By bolstering bilateral economic and military ties with China

result of their first 2+2 dialogue and the summit

and India and enhancing the function of multilateral frameworks such as the

meeting, including a Long-Term Program

Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) while simultaneously engaging in

for Military and Technical Cooperation for

active summit diplomacy with Turkey, a member of the North Atlantic Treaty

2021 to 2031.22 The agreements included

Organization (NATO), the Putin administration has sought to build a multipolar

local production of Russia-made AK-203

international order in Eurasia.

automatic rifles as part of the Make in India

From the perspective of strengthened trilateral relations between Russia,

program to promote India’s industry, and

China, and India, and enhanced SCO coordination, this “shift east” in Russian

also laid out measures to strengthen Russia-

diplomacy, i.e., its emphasis on the Asia-Pacific region, will have no minor

India economic cooperation in the Russian

190

Russia

a video-address in which he pledged to strengthen cooperation in the areas

Chapter 6

(ii) Asia-Pacific Policy and Policies toward the United States, China, and India

The Russia-India summit (©Press
Information Bureau/Pib Pho/Planet
Pix via ZUMA Press Wire/Kyodo
News Images)
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Far East.23 (Underline by author.)

the Taiwanese Representative Office in Lithuania that serves as a local branch

By attracting foreign investment in the Arctic LNG 2 project on the Gydan

for Taiwanese authorities in the capital of Vilnius.27 China strongly objected to

Peninsula in the Arctic, designing an LNG reloading terminal (floating LNG

the naming of the recently established entity and announced it would downgrade

storage unit) on the Kamchatka Peninsula, and through the Vladivostok-Chennai

its diplomatic ties with Lithuania,28 which has actually been distancing itself

Maritime Corridor, Russia is seeking to form its own order to tap into the

from China by withdrawing from the “17+1” cooperation forum between China

expected future economic development of emerging Asian countries.

and Central and Eastern European countries in May 2021. Alongside the Biden

In the context, the U.S. Biden administration and European countries’

administration’s Summit for Democracy held in December 2021, this series of

involvement in the Indo-Pacific represents a national security concern for

events has offered a glimpse into the global regime contest between “authoritarian

Russia. In September 2021, the EU announced the Joint Communication on

regimes” and “democratic regimes,” and as China and Russia strengthen relations

the EU Strategy for Cooperation in the Indo-Pacific, noting that it “will seek

on political and military fronts, the perception of China by the three Baltic states,

to play a stronger role in the ASEAN security architecture and participate in

which have traditionally held a harsh view toward Russia, will likely be the object

the ASEAN Defence Ministers Meeting Plus (ADMM+) structure and the East

of focus as a new factor defining Russia-Europe relations.

21 (CSG21) led by HMS Queen Elizabeth to the Indo-Pacific, an example of

and military presence in Asia, noting in paragraph 36 that “the United States’

how European countries are showing a heightened interest in Asia with China’s

planned deployment of short- and mid-range missiles in Europe and the Asia-

growing presence in the international order in mind. On September 24, the

Pacific region is a threat to strategic stability and international security.” This

second Leaders’ Summit of the Quad was held in Washington, D.C., the first-ever

caution is also evident in Russia’s military activities in the Sea of Japan area.

done so in-person, demonstrating the functional strengthening of multilateral

In July and October 2021, the Russian government gave notice that it would be

frameworks in the Indo-Pacific region that include the United States.

conducting missile firing drills in the Sea of Japan around the Yamato Bank,

25

As a new security pact between the United States, United Kingdom, and

with the Japan Coast Guard issuing marine safety navigational warnings on

Australia, AUKUS in particular has the potential to bring about a major tectonic

multiple occasions.29 On October 6, the corvette Gromkiy conducted an anti-air

shift in the Indo-Pacific region. Russia along with China strongly opposes

combat drill in the Sea of Japan using the REDUT air defense missile system,30

AUKUS, with President Putin expressing his displeasure by calling it a “closed

and on October 7, major vessels from the Pacific Fleet departed Vladivostok for

alliance in the Pacific area that comprises the United States, United Kingdom,

a military exercise in the Sea of Japan.31 On December 21, the state-of-the-art

and Australia.”

Russia has shown a strong sense of caution over Europe’s

Borei-A class nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarine (SSBN) Kynaz Oleg

logic surrounding international politics and is particularly concerned that the

and the multi-purpose nuclear-powered submarine Novosibirsk were delivered to

traditional pattern of confrontation between Russia and the United Kingdom

the Russian Navy, both of which are scheduled to be deployed under the Pacific

will spread to Asia, a view it is coming into alignment with China in this regard.

Fleet.32 Russia is making steady progress in building its anti-access and area

Chinese-Russian cooperation on both the European and Asian fronts will be

denial (A2/AD) capabilities while maintaining its second strike capabilities in

the subject of attention moving forward. Amid European countries’ increasingly

the Sea of Okhotsk, further augmenting its naval capacity in the Russian Far East

harsh perceptions of China, the Baltic state Lithuania saw the establishment of

near Japan conscious of the United States and other countries’ military presence

192
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Russia

The 2021 NSS also expressed alarm at the strengthened U.S. coalition network
Chapter 6

Asia Summit.”24 The United Kingdom also deployed the Carrier Strike Group

in the Indo-Pacific.

Figure 6.1. The third China-Russia joint patrol ﬂight (November 19, 2021)

From October 14 to 17, 2021, the 10th China-Russia joint naval exercise Joint
Sea 2021 was held in the Sea of Japan for the first time in two years.33 Following
the exercise, Chinese and Russian vessels conducted their first joint maritime
patrol by circling Japan, navigating through the Tsugaru Strait, the waters

Russian Tu-95 bombers (2)
Chinese H-6 bombers (2)

Takeshima
Island

Sea of Japan

Japan’s territorial waters
(including inland waters)

surrounding the Izu Islands, and the Osumi Strait,34 demonstrating how joint
China-Russia military operations in Japan’s vicinity are intensifying.
Russian and Chinese strategic bombers further flew a joint patrol on November
19, 2021 (Figure 6.1).35 While joint patrol flights between the two countries drew

East China Sea

Russian Tu-95 bomber

particular attention during the first such exercise in July 2019 when an A-50
early warning and control aircraft violated Japanese airspace over Takeshima in
Shimane Prefecture on two occasions, this is now the third following a second
exercise in December 2020 as they become institutionalized. During the recent

Taken by the Japan Air Self-Defense Force

Senkaku
Islands

Chinese H-6 bomber

Chapter 6

patrol flight, Russian Tu-95 strategic bombers passing through Chinese airspace
and Chinese H-6 strategic bombers that had taken off from Yanji Airport met
over Mudanjiang in China, after which they crossed Russian airspace together

Miyako Island

military operations.

Taken by the Japan Air Self-Defense Force

With Russian and Chinese naval vessels navigating through the Tsushima Strait
on November 18, 2021,

Source: Compiled by the author based on Press release by the Joint Staff of the Ministry of
Defense of Japan.

and a Chinese survey
vessel

intruding

upon

Japan’s territorial waters
(off the southern coast of
Yakushima, Kagoshima
Prefecture),36 activity by
both the Russian and
Chinese

militaries

in

Japan’s vicinity is rapidly
The China-Russia joint naval exercise Joint Sea 2021 (Xinhua/
Kyodo News Images)
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increasing. The ChinaRussia Joint Sea 2021

exercise in the Sea of Japan, the joint maritime patrol that followed, and the
third China-Russia joint patrol flight indicate that a framework for joint naval
and aerial military exercises by China and Russia around Japan is being steadily
developed.
Following the inauguration of the Biden administration, the United States and
Russia agreed to a five-year extension of the New Strategic Arms Reductions
Treaty (New START) in February 2021, and later in June held the first U.S.Russia summit in three years in Geneva which resulted in the Joint Statement on
Strategic Stability.37 Two Strategic Stability Dialogues were convened pursuant

195

Russia

and advanced to the Sea of Japan, showing a new development in the countries’

to this statement, and at the second dialogue between Deputy Foreign Minister

Russia’s traditional security perspective will remain at the core of U.S.-Europe-

Sergey Ryabkov and Deputy Secretary of State Wendy Sherman, the two

Russia relations.

delegations agreed to establish two working groups: the Working Group on

Regional organizations centered around Russia, China, India, and other

Principles and Objectives for Future Arms Control, and the Working Group on

countries are also advancing their activities in Eurasia, which includes the
former Soviet bloc. The Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO), marking
its 20th anniversary in 2021, held a heads-of-state summit in Tajikistan that

Advisor Jake Sullivan and Secretary of the Security Council Patrushev have seen

September where observer Iran was officially confirmed as a full member state.

rapid momentum since the Biden administration came to power. On January 25,

A leaders’ summit of the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO)

2021, the two sides held their first telephone discussion to discuss security issues

also convened in parallel, with the first joint SCO-CSTO summit held on the

between the two countries immediately following National Security Advisor

situation in Afghanistan chaired by Tajikistan’s President Emomali Rahmon.45

Sullivan’s appointment, which included the extension of New START. Such

The CSTO plans to establish programs to strengthen border arrangements

U.S.-Russia NSC diplomatic discussions have already been held seven times

between Tajikistan and Afghanistan,46 and CSTO measures including the special

under the new Biden administration on topics including both countries’ strategic

counter-narcotic operation “Kanal” and multilateral “Nelegal” operation against

stability as well as the situation in Afghanistan, and are being positioned as a

illegal migration are seeing increased importance.47 It is not only Russia’s own

mechanism for managing their overall bilateral relationship.

ability to deal with this growing “threat from the south” that is being questioned,

39

40

but also the actual operational capacities of multilateral frameworks in the
Eurasia region that have repeatedly undertaken anti-terror military exercises and

National Security Advisor Sullivan held a telephone conversation on November

anti-drug trafficking trainings.

17, 2021,

41

followed by a series of online U.S.-Russia summit meetings on

Russia is facing challenges on each of its strategic fronts that it must address

December 7 and 30. Russia has taken a bullish stance, calling for NATO to

simultaneously, including the situations in Ukraine and Belarus on the European

refrain from any further eastern expansion and roll back its troop and equipment

front, relations with China and India on the Asian front, the establishment of new

43

deployments to their pre-1997 position in a draft treaty with the United States

security frameworks by Western countries in the Asia-Pacific and Indo-Pacific,

and draft agreement with NATO it released on December 17. Against these

as well as the situation on the Tajikistan-Afghanistan border, the situation in

circumstances, a series of talks were held under various frameworks, with a

Kazakhstan, and the power struggle over the Arctic. As such, it is worth keeping

U.S.-Russia Strategic Stability Dialogue on January 10, 2022, the first NATO-

a close eye on movements within the Kremlin’s strategic community to see how

Russia Council (NRC) in approximately two and a half years on January 12,

they will use their limited resources to address these issues.

42

and an Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) meeting
on January 13, but saw no concrete results breaking the stalemate. In addition
to the situation in Ukraine, the recent security climate in the former Soviet bloc

(4) Improving Paramilitary Capacities: The Strengthening of the Border
Service of the Federal Security Service

suggests that the wavering hierarchy of international order in the post-Soviet

The Arctic is of increasing military and economic importance to modern Russia.

space,44 the sovereignty of states closely related to it, and issues surrounding

The 2021 NSS shows that Russia sees “the international community’s growing
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Russia

Amidst rapidly escalating tensions due to the large-scale deployment of
Russian military troops near the Ukrainian border, Secretary Patrushev and

Chapter 6

Capabilities and Actions with Strategic Effects. Moreover, U.S.-Russia National
Security Council (NSC) diplomatic engagements between National Security

38

concern over climate change and the issue of environmental protection being

this, Russia’s security operations units and special forces involved in crackdowns

used as a pretext to establish control over transportation routes” and “obstruct

on protests and special operations against terrorism, chiefly the Special Rapid

Russia’s development of the Arctic.”48 Based on this, Russia declared “border

Response Unit (SOBR) and the Special Purpose Mobile Unit (OMON), were

protection and security, the security of territorial waters, the security of exclusive

transferred from the Ministry of Internal Affairs to the Federal National Guard

economic zones and the continental shelf, the modernization of border security

Service, further strengthening this auxiliary agency which serves as a “power

infrastructure, and improvements to border controls, customs, disease prevention,

resource” for President Putin.

49

In July 2021, the National Guard, alongside the Emergencies Ministry and other

and put forth a plan to further strengthen efforts related to maritime security

paramilitary organizations, held the Zaslon 2021 strategic maneuver exercise, the

policy, such as securing sea lanes. In addition, reinforced land border protection

largest such exercise to date. It was positioned as a preparatory step ahead of

and security in the former Soviet bloc as a result of the situation in Afghanistan is

the Zapad 2021 joint exercise between Russia and Belarus,56 demonstrating an

a key national security issue for Russia as previously noted. This part will focus

advance in strengthened operational cooperation between the Russian military

on the movements of Russian paramilitary organizations involved in land and

and an array of paramilitary organizations.

and other control mechanisms” as matters of national and social security policy

maritime border security in light of these concerns.
the March 2014 annexation of Crimea,

the Committee for State Security (KGB), and the Border Service of the Federal
Security Service (FSB), responsible for terrestrial and maritime border security,

along with both the Main Directorate of the General Staff of the Armed Forces

is no exception. The Border Service is the successor to the KGB Border Troops,

(a foreign intelligence agency)51 and the Special Operations Forces (SSO)52

which formed part of the Soviet Armed Forces, but held the status of a federal

under the General Staff have drawn attention. Article 7 of the federal law

executive organ as the Federal Border Service (FPS) for roughly 10 years from

On Defense (hereinafter, “Defense Act”) stipulates that “the Russian Armed

August 1993. In March 2003, however, it was integrated into the FSB as one of

Forces, other armed forces, military units and agencies shall carry out their

its divisions as the Border Service, and came to have jurisdiction over the Coast

national defense duties in accordance with the Operational Plan of the Russian

Guard.57 Led by Vladimir Kulishov, who also serves as first deputy director of

Armed Forces.”53 In this context, “other armed forces” refers to the National

the FSB, the Border Service is estimated to possess a total force of approximately

Guard, “military units” includes the Paramilitary Rescue Units of the Ministry

160,000 troops, making it second only to the National Guard (roughly 340,000

of Civil Defence, Emergencies and Disaster Relief (hereinafter, “Emergencies

troops) amongst Russia’s paramilitary groups.58

Ministry”), and “agencies” includes the Foreign Intelligence Service, the Federal

In November 2018, the FSB Coast Guard seized Ukrainian naval vessels in

Security Service, the Federal Guard Service, military prosecutor’s offices, the

the waters surrounding the Kerch Strait in the Black Sea, causing an incident and

Military Investigations Departments of the Investigative Committee, and the

prompting the G7 foreign ministers to issue a statement expressing their “utmost

Chief Directorate for Special Programmes of the Russian President.54 The

concern” about Russia’s actions.59 Moreover, in June 2021 the sailing of HMS

National Guard of the Russian Federation (Rosgvardiya) was newly established

Defender, a U.K. Royal Navy destroyer belonging to CSG21, near the Crimean

in April 2016, formed with the Interior Troops of the Ministry of Internal Affairs

Peninsula led to a diplomatic row between the United Kingdom and Russia,60

as its basis,55 marking a large-scale paramilitary reorganization. Accompanying

drawing international attention to Russia’s border security activities including
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Amidst growing debate over “hybrid warfare” as a new means of war following

Many of Russia’s paramilitary organizations are successors to various units of

operations by the FSB Coast Guard. Regional border guard directorates have

military has been seen upgrading its equipment and increasing its activities in

been placed in waters near Japan in the Russian Far East in the eastern Arctic,

the Northern Territories in recent years with the deployment of Su-35S fighter

Sakhalin Oblast, and Primorsky Krai. Security vessels are also being modernized

jets and S-300V4 missile defense systems, and in addition, the development of

to establish sea routes and for military security in the Sea of Okhotsk and the

social and economic infrastructure has been steadily progressing to support this.

Bering Sea alongside the Barents Sea, the Baltic Sea, and the Black Sea, strategic

On September 28, Secretary of the Security Council Patrushev visited Sakhalin

points on the European front. For example, the first new Project 22100 (Okean-

Oblast on a working trip for a meeting in the Far Eastern Federal District

class) patrol ship was deployed to the western Arctic border guard based in

where he observed an S-400 surface-to-air missile regiment,67 underscoring the

Murmansk,61 the second was deployed to the eastern Arctic border guard based

Kremlin’s increasingly direct command and supervision over military policy in

in Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskiy alongside Taymyr, a Project 22120 (Purga-class)

the Russian Far East. That December, the Bastion anti-ship missile system was

patrol vessel,62 and the third, Anadyr, is in the sea trial phase.63

deployed to the island of Matua for operational use,68 thereby enhancing Russia’s

In addition, the interagency exercise Safe Arctic 2021, held for the first time in
September 2021 led by the Emergencies Ministry, was conducted simultaneously

A2/AD capabilities. This trend in steadily implementing its policy is indicative
of the Kremlin’s growing interest in the region.

in seven federal subjects of Russia centered around Norilsk and Dudinka. The
response and preserve Russia’s territory in the Arctic.64
With the establishment of new patriotic and conservative provisions as
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main objectives of the exercise were to amass practical experience in emergency

2. New Developments in Russian Politics
following the 2020 Constitutional Reforms

territory and sovereignty symbolized by the provision banning the cessation of

The major constitutional reforms implemented in July 2020 introduced a so-

territory, Russia can be expected to further intensify its border infrastructure

called “presidential terms reset provision,” creating a system by which Putin

improvements as well as its security and rescue operation structure, primarily

could potentially retain the presidency until at most 2036. With 30 years having

led by the Border Service of the Federal Security Service and the Emergencies

passed since the fall of the Soviet Union, the political history of its successor,

Ministry. Moreover, efforts to secure a sea lane from the Arctic to the Asia-Pacific

the Russian Federation, has been characterized by the Pluralism by Default of

region aimed at developing and improving operational performance along the

the Boris Yeltsin administration in the 1990s, as well as the stabilization of the

Northern Sea Route, the eastbound route in particular, are likely to be strengthened.

constitutional system and the establishment of “competitive authoritarianism”

In the context, the Russian Far East and Sea of Okhotsk are of increasingly

at the federal level during the Putin administration in the 2000s, with the 2014

strategic importance, a trend that can be discerned from regional visits by senior

Ukraine crisis subsequently considered to mark the turning point in the country’s

government officials and the movements of the Russian military. On July 26,

shift to “populist authoritarianism.”69 In the run-up to the presidential election

2021, Prime Minister Mikhail Mishustin visited Etorofu Island in the Northern

scheduled for 2024, Russian political order remains unable to break free of its

Territories where he inspected a seafood processing factory and a hospital

regime which is strongly dependent on Putin individually, thus making the post-

65

and referred to a plan for tax reforms to improve the investment environment
for foreign capital.66 As will be discussed in detail in Section 3, the Russian
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Putin issue the greatest concern in domestic Russian affairs.
Elections for the State Duma, the lower house of the Federal Assembly, were
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part of the 2020 constitutional reforms and the diplomatic stance surrounding

held from September 17–19, 2021 and served as a prelude to the next presidential

Gazeta is a paper that focuses on investigative reporting, including on human

election. While the ruling United Russia lost 10 of its current seats (down 19

rights conditions in Chechnya, and is known as the former employer of journalist

seats as compared to the prior election in 2016), it won 324 out of a total of 450

Anna Politkovskaya, who was shot dead in her apartment in Moscow in 2006.72 At

seats in the electoral contest, 225 seats elected through constituencies and 225

the award ceremony held in Oslo in December, Muratov stated that “journalism

through party list proportional representation, securing a constitutional majority

in Russia is going through a dark valley. Over a hundred journalists, media

in assembly power. In terms of the main opposition forces, the Communist Party

outlets, human rights defenders and NGOs have recently been branded as

won 57 seats, an increase of 15, and the A Just Russia party won 27, an increase

‘foreign agents,’”73 addressing the international community on the dire plight

of 4, while the Liberal Democratic Party of Russia (LDPR) saw a significant

surrounding journalism and human rights advocacy in modern Russia under the

loss, winning just 21 seats as compared to the 40 it held previously. In addition,

Putin administration.
Laws surrounding this designation as so-called “foreign agents” have been

local elections allowing it to participate in the lower house elections under federal

used to curtail the activities of independent media and journalists, including

70

law, won 5.32% of the vote, earning it 13 seats in proportional representation.

Novaya Gazeta, and social groups. A series of amendments to federal law in

The New People party is an emerging political force led by Alexei Nechayev,

July 2012, the federal law On Noncommercial Organizations in particular, made

head of a major cosmetics company, but with Nechayey being a participant to

it possible to designate nonprofit organizations receiving funding from foreign

the All-Russia People’s Front, a coalition formed at Putin’s initiative, the party is

organizations or individuals and engaging in political activity in the Russian

considered close to the Kremlin.

Federation as “foreign agents.”74 The scope of coverage was later expanded to

71

include the media and individuals, and according to the Ministry of Justice,

recent election, with United Russia maintaining its one-party dominance and

113 foreign media organizations (and individuals) were registered on the list of

restrictions imposed on opposition groups’ activities. Alexei Navalny, target

foreign agents as of January 14, 2022.75

Dmitry Muratov, editor-in-chief of Novaya
Gazeta and winner of the Nobel Peace Prize
(UPI/Newscom/Kyodo News Images)
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of an assassination attempt in Tomsk,

Upon receiving notice regarding the Nobel Peace Prize winner, President

Siberia in 2020, has been imprisoned

Putin made a remark on October 13, 2021 that Editor-in-Chief Muratov would

since he returned to Russia following

not be put on the list of foreign agents provided he does not violate Russian law,76

medical treatment in Germany and his

though it remains to be seen how the current administration, which advocates

probation was revoked by court order.

preventing “foreign interference in internal affairs,” will administer said law. In

As this symbol of the opposition was

November 2021, the Prosecutor General’s Office filed a lawsuit with the Supreme

imprisoned and groups’ activities were

Court seeking to dissolve the nonprofit organization Memorial, claiming repeated

lacking steam, it was announced on

infractions of the law,77 and the Supreme Court ultimately ruled in favor of the

October 8, 2021 that Dmitry Muratov,

suit on December 28.78 Memorial was a nonprofit organization that conducted

editor-in-chief of the liberal Russian

research on political suppression during the Soviet era and the Great Purge under

news organization Novaya Gazeta, had

Stalin’s rule in particular, documenting and publishing historical materials.79

won the Nobel Peace Prize. Novaya

It was designated as a foreign agent in 2016, and the series of developments
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No significant change to Russia’s political landscape was seen in this
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the newly formed New People party, which made strides in the September 2020

surrounding the administration and Memorial had been of serious concern

the event the West should deploy similar weapons near its borders. The third issue

among scholars of Soviet and Russian history around the world. This shows how

was further upgrading the Russian military with the latest equipment, and to this

Russian politics have been growing rapidly more conservative following the 2020

end, bolstering the defense industry to steadily fulfill state defense orders. Fourth

constitutional reforms, once again calling into question the fundamentals of the

was to spur the development of AI-enabled equipment to promote equipment

constitutional system and the rights of citizens ensured by Chapters I and II of

automation and enhance robotic weaponry, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs),

the Constitution of the Russian Federation, freedom of speech (Article 29) and

and automated command systems as the outcome of future warfare hinges on

freedom of association (Article 30) in particular.

research and development into these weapons.
In response to the president’s remarks, Defense Minister Shoigu reported
that the Russian Armed Forces had reached a 70.1% possession rate of the

3. The Advancing Modernization of the Russian Armed Forces
and Its Strengthened Military Posture

latest armaments as of the end of 2020, and that this figure is expected to rise to
75.9% by the end of 2024 should equipment procurement proceed as planned,
which is within the term of the New Defense Program.82 The current status of

(1) T
 he Establishment of the New Defense Program and the

equipment upgrades for each military and independent army branch included in
Defense Program, as well as the priority issues and main trends in equipment

Defense Program for 2021-2025 (hereinafter, “New Defense Program”) was to be

procurement in 2021 are summarized below, demonstrating how Russia is

put in place as of January 1, 2021. In response, Sergei Shoigu, defense minister,

steadily modernizing its equipment and improving its capabilities.

announced that the work on formulating this New Defense Program had been

The Land Forces were supplied with more than 3,500 pieces of the latest

completed at an expanded meeting of Defense Ministry Board in December

armaments in 2020, including 220 tanks and armored fighting vehicles. In 2021,

2020, where President Putin was also in attendance.

Equipment upgrades

more than 800 T-72B3 and T-72B3M tanks, T-80BVM tanks, T-90M tanks, BMP-

and the modernization of the Russian Armed Forces were thus to proceed in

2 and BMP-3 infantry fighting vehicles, as well as BTR-82A and BTR-82AM

accordance with the program. With regard to the development of national defense

armored transport vehicles were supplied in total.83

80

capabilities, President Putin made reference in his speech at the meeting to issues

The Navy saw a total of 29 submarines and surface vessels commissioned

in need of concentrated efforts in order to improve the Russian military’s combat

in 2020. In addition, a total of 41 combat vessels are under construction or

skills so that it is able to effectively deal with both current and foreseeable threats

undergoing modernization and refurbishment as per current state defense orders.

to Russia’s security. The first of said issues was the development and high level

Construction of Borei-A class nuclear submarines (Project 955A) armed with

of maintenance of a nuclear deterrent, namely, strengthening all of the nuclear

Bulava ballistic missiles continues, with the fourth vessel, Knyaz Vladimir,

forces that comprise Russia’s nuclear triad. Second was the reinforcement of non-

commissioned in 2020 and another Borei-A class nuclear submarine deployed

nuclear deterrence capabilities, high-precision weapons above all. Regarding

in 2021. In addition, the first multi-purpose submarine (Project 949A) Irkutsk

this, President Putin stated that Russia has no intention of unilaterally deploying

has been commissioned, with the second scheduled for commission in 2022.

mid-range missiles, but that it is crucial for Russia to be prepared to respond in

Important developments have also been seen in the development of hypersonic

81
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In November 2020, President Putin issued a presidential decree stating that a
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Defense Minister Shoigu’s report, the equipment upgrade plans as per the New

Modernization of the Russian Armed Forces

missiles, an area of focus for Russia. In 2020, the Project 22350 frigate Admiral

enhance their ability to carry out any operation under any conditions.

Gorshkov successfully conducted a test launch of Russia’s latest “Tsirkon”
hypersonic missile, and another successful launch was made in July 2021.84

(2) Russia’s Growing Threat Awareness and Increased Military Exercises

Progress has also been seen in the deployment of surface-to-ship missiles such

Russia currently perceives there to be a growing military threat from increased

as the Bal and Bastion missile systems in conjunction with reinforcements to

military activity by the United States and NATO on Russia’s periphery. At the

coastal missile forces.
The Aerospace Forces were supplied with 147 aircraft and more than 150 air

Figure 6.2. The Zapad 2021 exercise centered on the Western Military District

defense weapons including S-400 and Pantsir-S surface-to-air missile systems
in 2020, and the latest Inokhodzets and Forpost mid-range reconnaissance
and unmanned combat aerial vehicles saw their first introduction. Further,
five Tu-95MS long-range strategic bombers completed their modernization and

Kaliningrad Oblast
Airborne assault forces of the
Baltic Fleet infantry conducted
coastal defense exercises to
prevent enemy landing

refurbishment. According to the New Defense Program, the Aerospace Forces

Exercises conducted at
nine training ranges in the
Western Military District

are set to bring 94 planes and helicopters into service by 2025, including 22 Su-57
Baltic
Sea

complete the modernization and refurbishment of its Tu-160 long-range strategic
bombers with two Tu-160Ms scheduled for deployment in 2022.85
at 81% as of the end of 2020, one of the highest rates among the various military
and independent army branches. This increase in the possession rate was brought
by developments in converting the intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) for

Exercises conducted at five
training ranges in Belarus.
Held by the Western
Military District’s 1st Tank
Army and 20th Joint Troops
of All Branches. Simulated
a joint defense by Russia
and Belarus

Lithuania
Poland

For the Airborne Troops, one priority is expediting deployment of the latest
BMD-4M armored fighting vehicles and BTR-MDM armored transport vehicles.
The Novorosiisk airborne assault regiment deployed these vehicles at the end of
2020, and the Stavropol airborne assault regiment together with three other units
were armed with this same equipment as of the end of 2021. It is said that this will
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Central Military
District

Ukraine

ObuzLesnovsky
Domanovo

Brest

for them. By the end of 2021, the possession rate of the latest armaments had risen
stated that it is likely to reach 100% in 2024.87

Moscow

Belarus

by another. The Strategic Missile Forces’ priorities for 2021 were to have 13 Yars
and Avangard missiles combat ready, and complete construction on five facilities

Russia

Minsk

Chepelevo

three regiments to the latest Yars ICBM and the adoption of the Avangard ICBM

to 83.0%,86 and Sergei Karakayev, commander of Strategic Missile Forces, has

Western Military
District

Russia

The Strategic Missile Forces’ rate of possession of the latest armaments was

Estonia
Latvia

Southern
Military
District

Ruzhany

Participating countries, troop strength, equipment, etc.
(Sent troops) Russia, Armenia, Kyrgyzstan, India, Mongolia, Belarus, Kazakhstan
(Dispatched officers to General Staff) Uzbekistan, Pakistan, Sri Lanka
(Participated as observer) China, Vietnam, Myanmar
Number of
troops:
As many as
200,000
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fifth-generation fighters, and one of the program’s priority tasks for 2021 was to

Northern
Fleet

Combat vehicles:
Approximately 760
(including 290 tanks)

Aircraft:
Approximately 80

Naval
vessels:
As many as 15

Source: Compiled by the author based on Красная звезда, от 17 сентября 2021г.; от 20
сентября 2021г.
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June 2021 meeting of the Defense Ministry Board, Defense Minister Shoigu

One of the main missions of the exercise was to execute a military operation

touched upon the growing military threat to Russia, noting factors such as

meant to retake territory temporarily occupied by an enemy, and to this end

intensified surveillance flights by U.S. strategic bombers near Russia’s borders,

Russia deployed the Western Military District’s 1st Tank Army and 20th Joint

increased activity by missile-bearing NATO vessels in neighboring waters, and

Troops of All Branches to Belarus. According to Belarus’ Defense Minister

a marked increase in military exercises. The updated version of the National

Viktor Khrenin, the exercise resulted in practical experience in planning joint

Security Strategy revised in July 2021 also recognizes that NATO’s military

operations to ensure the security of the Russia-Belarus union state.91 Moreover,

infrastructure expansions near Russia’s borders and its attempt to exert pressure

a coastal defense exercise was held by airborne assault forces of the Baltic Fleet

on Russia through force pose a military threat to the country. Russia sees this

infantry to prevent an enemy landing at the Dobrovolskiy training range in

military threat by the United States and NATO growing on three fronts. The

Kaliningrad Oblast, which faces the Baltic Sea.92

88

89

direction related to the defense of Russia’s borders in the Baltic Sea and with the

exercises conducted by U.S. and NATO forces in Ukraine and the Black Sea

Baltic states. A further issue on this front is how to Russia will strengthen military

region: Defender Europe 2021, held from May to June 2021, and Sea Breeze 2021,

cooperation with its ally, Belarus. Second is the threat faced by the Southern

held from June to July. Russia considers these exercises to have been the largest

Military District in the south-western strategic direction, namely increased

provocative anti-Russian exercises held in the past 30 years, and sees them as

military activity by U.S. and NATO forces in Ukraine and the Black Sea region.

having been aimed at undermining its defensive position in Crimea and on the

Third is the increase in NATO military activity in the Arctic Ocean faced by the

southwestern borders of Russia in addition to carrying out tactical landings on

Northern Fleet chiefly in the Barents Sea, the ocean’s western part. In response

Russian territory and offensive operations against logistical military facilities.93

to such threats, Russia is strengthening its military posture on all fronts and more

The Russian military countered Defender Europe 2021 with a large-scale exercise

actively conducting exercises to improve its operational capabilities.

by the Southern Military District and airborne forces, which included the 22nd

In the Western Military District, 20 new units were formed and approximately

Infantry Corps of the Black Sea Fleet, the 58th Joint Troops of All Branches, the

2,000 pieces of the latest equipment brought into service by the end of 2021. Over

Caspian Flotilla, air force and air defense units of the Southern Military District,

200 different exercises were held during winter in the first half of 2021, with

and the Airborne Troops. In response to Sea Breeze 2021, the Navy’s permanent

90

the Baltic Fleet seeing a 30% increase in exercises over the previous season.

operational force and Aerospace Force units conducted defense drills guarding

The most extensive of the year was Zapad 2021, a large-scale joint exercise

the Khmeimim air base and the Tartus navy base near Cyprus in the Eastern

between Russia and Belarus that took place in September. It was conducted

Mediterranean. Coastal defense exercises were also held in the Black Sea region

across nine training ranges in Russia, five in Belarus, and in the Baltic Sea,

utilizing the Bal and Bastion anti-ship missile systems as well as the S-400

mobilizing as many as 200,000 troops, approximately 80 aircraft, roughly

surface-to-air missile system.94

760 vehicles including 290 tanks, and as many as 15 naval vessels. Armenia,

The Northern Fleet perceives activity by NATO forces in the Arctic Ocean to

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Mongolia, and India sent troops; Pakistan, Uzbekistan,

be increasing, notably in the Barents Sea. Alexander Moiseyev, commander of

and Sri Lanka dispatched officers to the General Staff; and China, Vietnam, and

the Northern Fleet, has acknowledged that this increased NATO activity in the

Myanmar participated as observers.

region must be addressed to uphold Russia’s security and national interests in the
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For the Southern Military District, their task was to respond to two major
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first is the threat faced by the Western Military District in the western strategic

Arctic.95 According to him, the Northern Fleet’s equipment upgrades have been

systemically replenishing all types of supplies.99 Among the aircraft mobilized

progressing and their rate of possession of the latest armaments was likely to reach

was the Kamchatka naval air forces’ Tu-142M3 maritime patrol aircraft to

62.3% by the end of 2021, estimating that 245 pieces of modern equipment were

validate its anti-submarine patrol capabilities in remote waters.100

to be brought into service by the fleet during the year. He further revealed that a

The island of Sakhalin, the Kuril Islands, and the Northern Territories have

frigate (Project 22350) will be commissioned in 2022. The fleet currently has a

seen increasingly frequent and active tactical exercises, but with a focus on

97% ratio of contract service personnel, with this figure expected to reach 99.2%

improved coastal defense capacities given that the primarily function of island-

as of the end of 2021. Exercises by the Northern Fleet are also intensifying, with

based units is centered around defending against enemy landings.101 In recent

a large-scale drill held in April 2021 under Nikolai Evmenov, commander in chief

years, Russia has continuously moved to strengthen its military posture in

of the Navy, and there are plans for each fleet to conduct exercises on a similar

the Northern Territories, deploying Bal and Bastion anti-ship missile systems

scale annually hereinafter on a rotating basis. Tactical exercises have also been

from 2016 and T-72B3 tanks from 2018, followed by the revelation in 2020 that

frequent, with one conducted in June 2021 in the Barents Sea to test and validate

S-300V4 surface-to-air missile systems had also been deployed.102

96

anti-submarine, anti-air attack, and anti-naval fleet operations.97

The major tactical exercises conducted in the Northern Territories in 2021

District, primarily by the Pacific Fleet. In its exercises, the fleet has been focusing

Island and Etorofu Island involving more than 1,000 troops primarily from air

on improving its ships’ operational capabilities in the deep sea and its coastal

force units of the Eastern Military District with the main objective of verifying

defense capacities on remote islands, as well as strengthening cooperation

their anti-air defense capabilities. That June, Russian forces conducted exercises

between its naval groups and the coastal defense forces on said islands. Behind

on Kunashiri Island, Etorofu Island, Sakhalin, and in the Sea of Japan with over

Russia’s increased military activities and moves to reinforce its military presence

10,000 troops, mobilizing approximately 500 military vehicles, 32 aircraft, and

in the Pacific region is its objective of defending Russia’s maritime interests in

12 naval vessels as a test of landing and anti-landing operations by the Eastern

the region in response to the United States and other countries’ Indo-Pacific

Military District’s marine forces.103 Subsequently, intermittent firing drills were

strategies. In April 2021, five Tu-142M3 and Il-38 maritime patrol aircraft from

held in the waters surrounding the Northern Territories from July through the

the naval air force in Kamchatka conducted an anti-submarine patrol exercise

end of August,104 with a further exercise conducted in September in the Northern

during which they validated their coordination with naval search and strike

Territories and on the Kuril Islands. Involving more than 500 troops, this exercise

groups.98 In addition, the Pacific Fleet conducted a large-scale exercise in the

included reconnaissance drills using UAVs and attack drills against hypothetical

central Pacific Ocean approximately 4,000 kilometers from base in June 2021 in

enemies at sea.105

which 20 combat ships, a number of submarines and supply ships, and roughly
20 aircraft were mobilized. Sergei Avakyants, commander of the Pacific Fleet,

(3) Arms Exports to Strengthen and Expand Foreign Military Cooperation

stated that the exercise was a test of the following operational objectives: 1)

As U.S. and NATO forces accelerated their withdrawal from Afghanistan in 2021

commanding forces remote from base, 2) executing anti-submarine operations, 3)

and moves to revive the Taliban regime became apparent, concerns emerged

organizing an air defense position, 4) executing security operations, 5) executing

that the country’s destabilization could spread to other parts of the Central Asia

joint attacks against hypothetical enemy vessels and infrastructure, and 6)

region. For Russia, this meant an imperative need to strengthen defenses along
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are as follows. In February 2021, the Russian military held drills on Kunashiri
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An increase in military exercises has also been seen in the Eastern Military

Asia region, which also concerned the structure and composition of the Collective

which neighbor Afghanistan. In other words, enhancing military cooperation

Operational Reaction Forces’ Special Task Force. Third was a plan to improve the

with these two countries as well as multilateral military cooperation through the

joint training system for CSTO member military personnel through 2025.110 That

CSTO and SCO turned into a pressing issue. In April 2021, Defense Minister

same month, the Rubezh (“border”) 2021 joint exercise by the CSTO Collective

Shoigu met with the defense ministers of Tajikistan and Uzbekistan in succession

Rapid Reaction Forces was held at the Edelweiss training range in Kyrgyzstan

to discuss this strengthened military cooperation. In his meeting with Sherali

with the participation of Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan. The

Mirzo, minister of defense of Tajikistan, the two sides agreed to enhance mutual

drill was conducted based on a scenario in which the forces worked to prevent

cooperation through exercises to collectively eliminate threats from Afghanistan.

illegal armed group forces from crossing the border into a CSTO member

In his meeting with Bahodir Kurbanov, minister of defense of Uzbekistan, both

country, destroying them if they did.111 Held almost simultaneously with Zapad

countries came to agreement on the Strategic Partnership Program for 2021-2025

2021, the large-scale joint exercise between Russia and Belarus, Rubezh 2021 is

under which they would strengthen their military cooperation.

In August 2021,

thought to have also been an attempt to verify Russia’s ability to execute a conflict

in response to the worsening situation in Afghanistan, the three countries held

response in the European theater and a counterterrorism response in Central Asia

a joint exercise at the Harb-Maidon training range in Tajikistan to assess their

concurrently. In January 2022, the CSTO dispatched its Peacekeeping Forces

execution of combat operations when carried out as a joint military group.

comprised of nearly 4,000 troops, primarily from Russia’s Airborne Troops, to

106
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Kazakhstan in response to domestic unrest. This marked the first time a CSTO

Mission joint counter-terrorism drills conducted through the SCO must be made

force has been deployed in a CSTO member country for a domestic issue, and is

more effective, bringing up the need to examine issues such as countermeasures

noteworthy from the standpoint of the CSTO joint forces’ enhanced capacity to

against new tactical methods utilized by international terrorist organizations,

respond to situations.112

combat using UAVs, ensuring information security, and the prevention of terrorist
attacks using chemical and biological weapons.

According to Dmitriy Shugayev, director of the Federal Service for Military-

In September 2021, Peace

Technical Cooperation, Russia’s arms exports grew 2% year-on-year to reach

Mission 2021 was conducted at the Donguz training range in Orenburg Oblast

approximately $15 billion in 2020, maintaining a high rate. The total value of

in Russia with the participation of Russia, China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,

orders also reached roughly $50 billion as of the same year, with the number of

Uzbekistan, India, and Pakistan. The exercise took into consideration the content

countries being supplied with Russian-made weapons amounting to 51.113
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of the discussions at the July 2021 defense ministers’ meeting, with testing done

The International Military-Technical Forum “Army” held by Russia every

for some of the issues raised including new methods of combat using UAVs and

August is the country’s largest military technology trade fair and a venue for

the prevention of chemical and biological terrorist attacks.

the development of new arms export markets. Delegations from a number of

109

In terms of military cooperation through the CSTO, three significant plans

countries were present at “Army-2021” held in August 2021, 22 of which were

were adopted at a meeting of defense ministers held in September in response to

led by defense ministers.114 Moves were seen by Russia that year to strengthen

the deteriorating situation in Afghanistan. First was a procurement plan to equip

military-technical cooperation in the Middle East and Southeast Asia, arms

the Collective Operational Reaction Forces with the latest armaments. Second

export markets that Russia wishes to maintain and expand. In April 2021,

was an operational plan for the various CSTO collective forces in the Central

Alexander Fomin, Russia’s deputy defense minister in charge of international
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